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GSAF MATTERS

Updating our membership list

The Council of GSAf succeeded to update the membership list of the Society. All the members have now a unique membership ID. An email was sent to the members to inform them of their IDs and asking for confirmation of their personal information. We (as the Council) appreciate the help from the members, please check your email inbox or spam folders to confirm your membership.

If you are a member and did not receive such email or have changed your email address, please send us your name and your new email at tamerabualam@yahoo.com.

If you are not a member and would like to become a member, please read more about the membership here: http://gsafr.org/membership/

Please note: receiving emails from us including information and newsletters does not mean that you are a member of the Society but only that you have registered to receive our free newsletter.

GSAF MATTERS: GSAf renewed the registration with IUGS

The GSAf has been successful, at the beginning of the year, in renewing our registration with IUGS as requested for societies that are 5 years and above in affiliation. IUGS have acknowledged the renewal of our affiliation. We are one of the 1/3 of associations hitherto affiliated that have fulfilled this successfully.

GSAF MATTERS: GSAf at the South Africa Council for Geoscience

Prof. Gbenga Okunlola (President of GSAf) has represented the Society at the South Africa Council for Geoscience annual conference that was held in Pretoria (11-14 th Feb.). The society has presented a topic on “The Geological Society of Africa: The Afro global geoscience bridge between Academia, industry and society”.

GSAF MATTERS: Africa: A key player for a better and sustainable world (Final report of CAG27)

Prof. Eduardo Anselmo Ferreira da Silva (University of Aveiro) has reported to the GSAf the final report of the CAG27 which was held in Aveiro 21-28 July 2018 (http://cag27.web.ua.pt/). Once more the Council of the GSAf, would like to thank the Local Organizing Committee on behalf of the members of the Society, for their work that made yet another great meeting for the society.

GSAF MATTERS: Report on the Council for Geoscience Annual Conference 2019

“Marging maps for an emerging future”

11-12 February, 2019 at the CSIR International Convention Centre Pretoria, South Africa

By Wladyslaw Altermann (Vice-President of GSAf)

The annual conference of the Council for Geosciences (CGS) in Pretoria was chaired by Dr Marthinus (Thinus) Cloete of the CGS, and took place in February 2019 at the luxury CSIR International Convention Centre Pretoria, because of renovation work at the CGS headquarters. The two-day conference provided a good insights on the
The 2019 CGS annual conference was very vivid and populated mainly by more than hundred young South African geoscientists and a large number of experienced and established researchers, all exchanging their views, opinions and research results. Around 130 abstracts, including about 30 poster presentations, mainly by South African authors, but often co-authored in international teams, were submitted to this well-organized conference and presented partly in three parallel sessions. Around a dozen of international and national keynote and invited presentations were given during the two-days event by internationally well-known scientists, among them Prof Gbenga Okunlola, Nigeria, the President of the Geological Society of Africa (“GSAf: The Afro-global geoscience bridge between academia, industry and society”); Prof Richard Ernst, Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada and Tomsk State University, Tomsk, Russia (“Multicommodity, multiscale exploration using the large igneous province (LIP) record”); Dr Bob (R.J.) Thomas of CGS (“Reflections on 40 years’ progress in African geoscience”); or Prof Lawrence Robb, Oxford University, UK and University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, SA (“Integrating the ‘Smart Farm’ with mining – reawakening the Albert Silver Mine after a century of dormancy”). The conference also offered a workshop on “Global Landmarks in the South African stratigraphic record” and after the conference a half
day discussion round on the main problems of South African stratigraphy was organized by Dr Christopher Hatton at the CGS.

The conference and its social program offered good opportunities to meet and discuss African and South African geology. Prof Gbenga Okunlola and Prof Wlady Altermann of the University of Pretoria and Vice-President (South) of the GSAf, have used this opportunity for discussions with representatives of the CGS and of South African universities, among them Drs Thinus Cloete and Dr Chris Hatton, Prof Nic Beukes of University of Johannesburg and many others. Discussions on new joint projects were held between GSAf representatives and Prof Richard Ernst who invited us to participate in the 7th International Conference on Large Igneous Provinces ‘Through Earth History: Mantle Plumes, Supercontinents, Climate Change, Metallogeny and Oil-Gas, Planetary Analogues’, in September, 2019, in Tomsk, Russia (http://geoconf.tsu.ru/lip2019/english/). Prof Ernst also gave a one day seminar to Hons students in the Department of Geology and the Exxaro Chair of the University of Pretoria, on invitation by Prof Altermann and has spent a weekend with Wlady and Dr Cole Kingsbury in and around the 1.1 Ga Pilansberg alkaline complex, now a wonderful National Park with the Big Five of African fauna.

Further information on the 2019 Annual CGS Conference can be found at: https://geoscience.org.za/cgs/

GSAf MATTERS: Homage of Prof. Eberhard Klitzsch (1933 – 2018)
By: Sospeter Muhongo and Thomas Schlüter

Eberhard Klitzsch was born on 18 August 1933 as son of a forest warden in Remda, Thuringia, in central Germany. After attending schools at various places in the former German Democratic Republic (GDR) and achieving the obligatory Abitur (Matura) certificate, he enrolled for geology at Jena University in 1951. He had to flee to West Berlin due to having distributed in public of anti-government leaflets against the East German regime. He enrolled again for geology at the newly founded FU-Berlin (founded in 1948), where he completed his diploma in geology/palaeontology in 1957. Only one year later he was conferred with a doctorate for a thesis on the stratigraphy of the Middle Devonian along the Dill basin.

Before finalising his doctorate he was already employed by the US Geological Survey as an engineering geologist, and worked for one year for the survey and subsequently from 1958 to 1967 as a field geologist for the German petroleum exploration company DEA in Libya and neighbouring regions. Subsequently, he returned to West-Berlin, and habilitated at the Technical University of Berlin, and became full professor at the same university in the applied geological disciplines of hydrogeology, petroleum geology and photogeology in 1970.

His biggest merit was surely initiating and developing the special research unit SFB 69 ("Sonderforschungsbereich") Geoscientific problems in arid and semi-arid regions of Africa", established in 1981, whose spokesman and representative he was until 1995. Major research topics of this unit included the analysis of the geological structures in the Sahara and its southern neighbouring regions, under special consideration of their water and mineral resources. In Cairo (Egypt) he came soon into contact and worked successfully together with the eminent Egyptian geologist Rushdi Said (1920-2013), the Harvard-educated Director of the Geological Survey of Egypt, who had published various books on the geology of Egypt and was in charge for fieldwork and mapping of large parts of the Egyptian desert.

Over the years, more than 200 geoscientists were working for the SFB, participating from all universities of Berlin and various universities in Africa. All together more than 120 doctoral dissertations were produced, among them 33 from African research students. Additionally, some habilitation theses were supervised by Eberhard Klitzsch, thus enabling the candidates to qualify for the status of Privatdozent, which is a prerequisite to become full professor. The results of his research and his co-workers were summarized in a book entitled: Nordost-Africa: Strukturen und Ressourcen (Northeast Africa: Structures and Resources), published by Eberhard Klitzsch and Ulf Thorweihe in 1999.
Eberhard Klitzsch had originally planned to transfer the human and physical resources of the SFB into an international institute of African geosciences located in Berlin, but after re-unification of the two German states in 1990 all the potentially needed funds for this task had largely to be provided for the reconstruction and maintenance of the Humboldt-University in the eastern part of Berlin, which in the context of integration of its previous infrastructure into the federal education model of Germany, had now completely to be restructured. What had remained of the former SFB was transferred into a research subject now called International Geosystem Analysis (GEOSYS), which was largely based at the Technical University of Berlin. The data and material achieved over the active years of the SFB will still be evaluated by generations of geoscientists in years to come.

Fig. 1: Frontispiece of Eberhard Klitzsch’s autobiographic book Geologie ist nichts für Feiglinge (“Geology is nothing for cowards”), published in Berlin in 2012 (he in the centre). Image resolution as from the source.

After becoming Professor Emeritus in 1998 at the Technical University of Berlin, Eberhard Klitzsch was still a highly demanded expert for consultancy in various German and foreign government institutions on geoscientific problems in many parts of the world. He was welcomed in many geoscience institutions all over the world and travelled for instance to Oman, India and Paraguay. His personal interest concentrated still in the exploration of new petroleum fields, but supported also colleagues in other subjects, like in palaeontology.

Eberhard Klitzsch received various awards for his geoscientific achievements, among these several honorary doctorates and in 1988 the highest civilian order of the Federal Republic of Germany, the Bundesverdienstkreuz
am Bande. In 2012 he published his autobiography, in which he reported about his scientific merits detailing all his adventures in the deserts of Libya, Egypt, Sudan and other arid or semi-arid countries. Sometimes imprisoned, hijacked or surviving in an airplane crash, he never lost his mood and interest in the respective areas despite of what had happened. Over the final years of his life he became increasingly fragile, but he still participated actively in various scientific meetings. He died in Berlin on 20 September 2018.

**GSAf MATTERS: Conference report**


**UNIVERSITY OF NIGERIA, NSUKKA, 06 - 09 NOVEMBER, 2018**

By: Prof. Theo Davies* and Dr. Charles Ugbor *

The need to reinforce health and safety management issues in geoscientific and geoecological fieldwork in Africa is considered urgent. This is exemplified from the recurrent reports of unsavory incidents including injuries or even death of fieldworkers; but also engendering unethical field procedures, common law duty of care, litigation and insurance considerations.

The Geoscientific Fieldwork Conference 2018 was organised by the University of Nigeria, Nsukka (UNN), under the auspices of the Ministry of Mines and Steel Development of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. The Conference was held at the Niger Hall of the University, from 6th to 9th November, 2018. The theme of the Conference was: A Code for Geoscientific Fieldwork in Nigeria and Africa: Guidelines on Health and Safety Issues in Mapping, Mineral Exploration, Geoecological Research and Geotourism. This is the first time that a Conference of this theme has been hosted by Africa.

The aim of the Conference was to demonstrate unequivocally that most of the risk encountered during geoscientific and geoecological fieldwork in Africa can be reduced, or, in many instances, obviated altogether, by:

(i) **Knowledge**;

(ii) **Experience**;

(iii) **Adequate preparation, and**

(iv) **Strict adherence to appropriate health and safety precautions**.

The Conference attracted a large group of interdisciplinary participants comprising, geologists, agriculturists, archaeologists, botanists, geographers, geophysicists, legal scholars, miners and zoologists.

The Conference started with an informal gathering where participants took the opportunity to make scientific contacts and meet fellow researchers outside their own specific areas of specialisation, in a bid to develop and strengthen collaborative interdisciplinary studies on fieldwork health and safety.

The Conference was officially opened by Emmanuel Ehlebi, Esq., deputising the Minister of Mines and Steel Development of Nigeria, Hon. Abubakar Bawa Bwari, whose speech was read on his behalf. In this inaugural address, the Minister, speaking through his designee, lauded the organisers of the Conference for their initiative, stating that safety of researchers and officers in the field was a priority of his Ministry. He went on to challenge geology departments in Nigerian universities to include safety and health guidelines for fieldwork in their curriculum, noting that his Ministry had encouraged the inclusion of courses on safety and precautions in the curriculum of the Nigerian Institute of Mining and Geosciences. The Minister called for the review of the national guidelines for safety and health, which he said did not adequately address the peculiarity of fieldwork issues in Nigeria.

Welcome addresses were also delivered by the President of the Nigerian Mining and Geosciences Society, Professor Silas Dada; the Vice Chancellor, UNN, Professor Benjamin Ozumba, deputized by the Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic) of UNN, Professor James Ogbonna; the Dean, Faculty of Physical Sciences of UNN, Professor Uchechukwu Okoro; and the Chairman of the Conference Local Organising Committee, Professor Theo Davies. A common thread running through these addresses was an emphasis on the Event’s timeliness, coming
as it did, in the wake of persistent reports of missing participants, hijackings, encounters with wild fauna and common illnesses in the field such as malaria and diarrhoea.


The scientific and technical presentations which included 15 thematic lectures reflected the breadth of the subject and inspired much debate on what is arguably one of the most important aspects of any holistic geoscience fieldwork curriculum. The Conference addressed the following themes through key plenary lectures:

1. Geoscience Fieldwork Preparation (Professor Ayonma Mode)
2. Geology Fieldwork Orientation (Professor Ogbonnaya Igwe)
3. Roles and Responsibilities of Fieldwork Participants (Professor Egodi Uchendu)
4. Roles and Responsibilities of Fieldwork Leaders I [Professor M.A.O. Rahaman (not in attendance) and Professor Silas Dada]
5. Roles and Responsibilities of Fieldwork Leaders II (Professor Krys Edafetano Ashano)
6. Student Comportment and the University’s Duty of Care (Dr. Solomon Onwuka)
7. The Risk Management Process [Dr. Andreas Meissner (not in attendance)]
8. Safe Use of Geophysical Field Equipment: Ergonomics of Drilling and Geophysical Surveying (Dr. Ani Donatus Chinedu)
9. Health and Safety in Oil and Gas Exploration and Drilling (Professor Kalu Mosto Onuoha)
10. Fitness and Medical Considerations [Professor Joshua Umeifekwem (not in attendance)]
11. Poisonous Plants (Professor Maria Nwosu)
12. Poisonous Food Plants (Dr. Chinwe Asuzu)
13. Encounters With Wild Fauna (Dr. Gregory Odo)
14. Geoethics in Fieldwork Situations (Dr. Ani Casimir)
15. Legislations, Duty of Care, Indemnity and University Out-of-Campus Assignments (Professor Edith Nwosu)

The scientific and technical sessions of the Conference were concluded by attendance of participants at a half-day field excursion to the Nkpologwu Sand Quarry on the outskirts of the town of Nsukka. The precipitous walls of rock and near vertical cliff faces, in part created by reckless quarrying activities, make this locality especially suitable for conducting the hazard assessment and risk management exercises that were designed by excursion leaders, Dr. Charles Ugbor, Professor Anyonma Mode, Professor Krys Ashano and Mr. Chinedu Ibe.

During the closing session, a number of key and critical actions, put together in the form of a communiqué, were recommended to be taken by all stakeholders.

Key Conference Resolutions/Recommendations from the fieldwork conference held at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka from 6th - 9th November, 2018

1. There is the need for annual meetings or conferences on the all-important subject of ‘geoethics’.
2. It is observed that, regrettably, no safety units/officers/regulations are in place in some universities in Africa. There is therefore the urgent need for these universities to set up such units, and acquaint staff and students on the type and level of insurance cover that is provided for them.
3. The university should be solely responsible for all aspects of fieldwork, including its financing, provision of adequate insurance cover, and other aspects pertaining to safety, upon employment of staff and admission of students. There is an urgent need for universities to specify and publicize their level of duty of care for students.
4. There is need to revise existing rules guiding operations in the oil and gas industry to reflect the gravity of offences that management and staff routinely commit, especially in instances where punishment for offences are fines defined in the 1950's, like payment of the ridiculously low amount of Naira 100.00 for oil pollution.
5. Special professional bodies such as the Nigerian Mining and Geosciences Society (NMGS) and Nigerian Association of Petroleum Explorationists (NAPE) should liaise with appropriate government agencies like the Department of Petroleum Resources (DPR), as pressure groups, to facilitate the implementation of rules guiding operations in the oil and gas industry in Nigeria.

6. Non-adherence to existing basic safety regulations by the operators in the oil and gas industries has resulted in avoidable fatalities during oil and gas operations; therefore relevant government regulatory agencies should be encouraged to improve the level of safety adherence to minimize or eliminate this trend.

7. Minimum standards of geoethics should be defined, and geoscience field workers made legally bound to adhere to them during fieldwork. For instance, how we treat disabled students or our womenfolk during fieldwork campaigns? What legislations are in place to ensure preservation of geological and archeological heritage sites for future use?

8. Departments involved in vigorous fieldwork should, as a matter of necessity, present to prospective students an overview of what they should expect during field activities, in order to guide them to better career choices; especially where fieldwork involves rigorous physical activities in the fieldwork docket required for graduation. This should be incorporated in the students’ admission brochure of relevant departments.

9. Detailed series of duties of a fieldwork leader should be formulated and published as a guide for all fieldwork activities in Africa. A customized duty roster for fieldwork leaders should incorporate risk-free activities during pre-site visits, during the fieldwork proper, as well as during post-field activities, and should include:
   i. Proper safety education of field participants before embarking on the field trip.
   ii. Completion of the Fieldwork Declaration Form, signed by both students and their parents/guardians to show consent.
   iii. Assembly and checking of all field equipment to ensure that they are in good order before the start of fieldwork activities.
iv. Ensuring that adequate medical equipment and supplies, such as first aid kits and anti-snake venom are present before embarking on fieldwork.

10. Appropriate orientation should be given to field participants on various safety issues, for example:
   i. Field participants should be advised to restrain themselves from eating unfamiliar foods or fruits in fieldwork locations.
   ii. Appropriate dress codes should be strictly adhered to; for example, putting on long sleeves, avoiding red dresses, green or brown coloured attire, perfumes and gowns by ladies.
   iii. Adequate safety gears including safety shoes (boot) helmet, and eye goggles should be donned for fieldwork.

Following the closing session, participants were treated to a colourful Gala Night, featuring the ever popular Band of the Music Department of UNN.

The Organising Committee of this Conference is particularly grateful to the Ministry of Mines and Steel Development of the Federal Republic of Nigeria for generously providing financial support for hosting the meeting. We also acknowledge the contribution of the participants, facilitators and their institutions for offering their time and considerable expertise to the successful conduct of the Conference.

* Authors are at Department of Geology, University of Nigeria, 410001 Nsukka, Nigeria. E-mail: theo.clavellpr3@gmail.com; charles.ugbor@unn.edu.ng

---

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The GSAf newsletter receives letters from members or non-members of the society which highlight important issues or scientific ideas. The letters should be short and to the point. The letters will be registered on the GSAf’s website and subjected to a discussion among the society. Approved letters will be posted in the following newsletter.

Use tamerabualam@yahoo.com to send your letters.


To follow the discussion around this letter, please follow the following link: http://gsaf.org/letter1/

---

WELCOME TO FEZ, MOROCCO (CAG28)

Our colleagues from Morocco are working hard in collaboration with the GSAf Council in order to prepare the CAG28 website. Prof. Youssef DRIOUCH (Vice President for Northern Africa) plans to present officially the CAG28 website during the next 3MA colloquium at El Jadida (around 20th April).
Dallol Volcano in Ethiopia
By Strange Sounds

Dallol is the hottest inhabited area on Earth, and is also one of the most remote places on Earth. Located in a depression, at more than 100 meters below sea level, this volcano has one of the most unearthly sceneries on the planet. Discover its acidic hot springs, small gas geysers and pools of acid in pictures.

Pretty eerie landscape, no? And this is on Earth!

The Dallol volcano is a fascinating volcanic explosion crater (or maar) situated in the Danakil Depression, northeast of the Erta Ale Range in Ethiopia. 'Dallol' means dissolution or disintegration. This magical place consists of green and yellow acid salt ponds and miniature salt geysers.

Multiple hot springs above the hot magma have washed out the salt layers leaving voids creating these amazing sculptures.

The 1.5 by 3 km large crater of Dallol Volcano has formed by the collapse of salt layers. The last eruption took place in 1926. These craters are the lowest known subaerial volcanic vents in the world, at over 45 m (150 ft) below sea level.

When the pressure of vapour reaches critical level, the ground (here – salt) above this superheated vapour is blown off in spectacular explosion, leaving a crater – maar.

Most of Earth's life-essential elements probably arrived with the planetary collision that produced the moon. Petrologists now conclude Earth most likely received the bulk of its carbon, nitrogen and other life-essential volatile elements from a collision with a Mars-sized planet more than 4.4 billion years ago.

In a series of experiments, study lead author and graduate student Damanveer Grewal gathered evidence to test a long-standing theory that Earth's volatiles arrived from a collision with an embryonic planet that had a sulfur-rich core. The sulfur content of the donor planet's core matters because of the puzzling array of experimental evidence about the carbon, nitrogen and sulfur that exist in all parts of the Earth other than the core.

"The core doesn't interact with the rest of Earth, but everything above it, the mantle, the crust, the hydrosphere and the atmosphere, are all connected," Grewal said. "Material cycles between them."

One long-standing idea about how Earth received its volatiles was the "late veneer" theory that volatile-rich meteorites, leftover chunks of primordial matter from the outer solar system, arrived after Earth's core formed. And while the isotopic signatures of Earth's volatiles match these primordial objects, known as carbonaceous chondrites, the elemental ratio of carbon to nitrogen is off. Earth's non-core material, which geologists call the bulk silicate Earth, has about 40
parts carbon to each part nitrogen, approximately twice the 20:1 ratio seen in carbonaceous chondrites.

Grewal's experiments, which simulated the high pressures and temperatures during core formation, tested the idea that a sulfur-rich planetary core might exclude carbon or nitrogen, or both, leaving much larger fractions of those elements in the bulk silicate as compared to Earth. In a series of tests at a range of temperatures and pressure, Grewal examined how much carbon and nitrogen made it into the core in three scenarios: no sulfur, 10 percent sulfur and 25 percent sulfur.

"Nitrogen was largely unaffected," he said. "It remained soluble in the alloys relative to silicates, and only began to be excluded from the core under the highest sulfur concentration."

Carbon, by contrast, was considerably less soluble in alloys with intermediate sulfur concentrations, and sulfur-rich alloys took up about 10 times less carbon by weight than sulfur-free alloys.

Using this information, along with the known ratios and concentrations of elements both on Earth and in non-terrestrial bodies, Dasgupta, Grewal and Rice postdoctoral researcher Chenguang Sun designed a computer simulation to find the most likely scenario that produced Earth's volatiles. Finding the answer involved varying the starting conditions, running approximately 1 billion scenarios and comparing them against the known conditions in the solar system today.

"What we found is that all the evidence -- isotopic signatures, the carbon-nitrogen ratio and the overall amounts of carbon, nitrogen and sulfur in the bulk silicate Earth -- are consistent with a moon-forming impact involving a volatile-bearing, Mars-sized planet with a sulfur-rich core," Grewal said.

Dasgupta, the principal investigator on a NASA-funded effort called CLEVER Planets that is exploring how life-essential elements might come together on distant rocky planets, said better understanding the origin of Earth's life-essential elements has implications beyond our solar system.

"This study suggests that a rocky, Earth-like planet gets more chances to acquire life-essential elements if it forms and grows from giant impacts with planets that have sampled different building blocks, perhaps from different parts of a protoplanetary disk," Dasgupta said.

"This removes some boundary conditions," he said. "It shows that life-essential volatiles can arrive at the surface layers of a planet, even if they were produced on planetary bodies that underwent core formation under very different conditions."

Dasgupta said it does not appear that Earth's bulk silicate, on its own, could have attained the life-essential volatile budgets that produced our biosphere, atmosphere and hydrosphere.

"That means we can broaden our search for pathways that lead to volatile elements coming together on a planet to support life as we know it."

**Story Source:**
Materials provided by Rice University. Note: Content may be edited for style and length.

**Journal Reference:**

This story originally appeared on: [https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/01/190123144519.htm?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=facebook](https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/01/190123144519.htm?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=facebook)
GEOLOGICAL EXPRESSIONS

Geophysics: is a branch of earth science dealing with the physical processes and phenomena occurring especially in the earth and in its vicinity. Geophysics applies the principles of physics to study of the Earth. It deals with such things as the movement of the Earth’s crust and the temperatures of its interior. Another subject is the behavior of the still-mysterious geomagnetic field. Some geophysicists seek out deposits of ores or petroleum; others specialize in earthquakes; still others study the water beneath the Earth’s surface, where it collects and how it flows. (Modified from https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary).
Geochemistry: is a science that deals with the chemical composition of and chemical changes in the solid matter of the Earth or a celestial body (such as the moon). Also geochemistry is to study the related chemical and geological properties of a substance. (Modified from https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary).

AN AFRICAN SCIENTIST

African Scientists can do great if they have the right working environment. In this series, we will put the spotlight on who found the right environment either in Africa or outside Africa.

Our African scientists of the current issue is a GSAf fellow

Prof. Aberra Mogessie is an Austrian citizen of Ethiopian origin working at the Institute of Earth Sciences University of Graz, Austria. He is a graduate of the Addis Ababa University (B.Sc.), University of Minnesota (USA), M.Sc., University of Innsbruck (Austria), Dr. rer. nat., and University of Graz (Austria), Dr. Habil. He is the 2011 recipient of the NMGS (Nigerian Mining and Geoscience Society) Award in Gold and a Plaque in honor of Prof. O. Oyawoye of Nigeria as a hard rock African Geologist; and a recipient of the Luis Federico Leloir Prize to International Cooperation in Science, Technology and Innovation from the Argentinian Minister of Science and Technology in November 2012. In 2015 he is elected Fellow of the Geological Society of America as well as the Fellow of the Africa Academy of Sciences and received a Certificate of recognition of 25 years of distinguished service to the society of economic geologists. Moreover, he is Associate Fellow of the Ethiopian Academy of Sciences. Prof. Mogessie has served as elected, President of the Geological Society of Africa (2008-2016). He has served as Vice President of the Austrian Mineralogical Society (2011-2013) and in January 2014 elected as President of the Austrian Mineralogical Society (one of the oldest in Europe). He is a Fellow of the African Science Institute (ASI), elected and served as member of the International Committee of the Geological Society of America for the term 2014 to 2018; He has served as an elected member of the International Union of Geosciences (IUGS) Nominating Committee (2008-2012). He was an elected Board Member of the Earth Sciences Matters Foundation; and is senior advisor to the International Association of Geoethics (IAGETH). As President of the Geological Society of Africa he has intimately worked with UNESCO in organizing regional workshops on Earth Science Education in Africa, and in the African Network of Earth Science Institutions (ANESI). Recently, he has been working with the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA), the Africa Union Commission (AUC), the UNDP, to facilitate the implementation of the Africa Mining Vision (AMV). For this purpose he has been invited as member of selected experts to participate at the AUC – AMDC (Africa Minerals Development Center) African Geology and Minerals Information Systems Expert Group and Consultative Meeting, UNECA, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, July 2014; Country Mining Vision Methodology Workshop, AMDC, Debretzeit (Bishoftu), Ethiopia, September 2014; and the Africa Minerals Geoscience Initiative (AMGI)- African Union Commission & World Bank Africa Geological Mapping Project workshop, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, October 2014. He has served as member of the advisory panel of the 35th International Geological Congress, held in Cape Town, South Africa end of August 2016. He has worked with the African Minerals Development center in Addis Ababa as its principal geoscience and minerals
information system strategy consultant (2016-2017). Prof. Mogessie is a reviewer of scientific papers for several international journals, reviewer of scientific proposals for funding Agencies, and member of the editorial board of the International Geoscience, African Journal of Earth Sciences, Ethiopian Journal of Science, SINET (established the Journal with other colleagues in 1978 at the Addis Ababa University) etc. He has authored and co-authored over 265 research papers in reviewed journals and conference proceedings in the different fields of Earth Sciences ranging from Petrology, Mineralogy, Geochemistry, Economic Geology, Engineering Geology, Hydrogeology, Computers & Geosciences to his hobby Geotourism in Ethiopia. He is Co-Author of the Country Mining Vision Guidebook: Domesticating the Africa Mining Vision (2014), AMDC-UNECA, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. P. 200; and Geotourism in Ethiopia (2009, Shama publisher, Addis Ababa). Prof. Mogessie has been awarded a number of research grants by the Austrian Science Foundation for his research projects related to petrology and mineral resources (especially precious metals like Platinum) in Argentina, Austria, Bulgaria, Egypt, Ethiopia, Tanzania and the USA. He has served as an academic advisor to a large number of students ranging from Bachelors degree to PhD and post docs. He has a number of years administrative experience having served in different positions as elected vice chair and then chair of the Institute of Mineralogy and Petrology, University of Graz; as well as, a coordinator for several outgoing and incoming mobility programs in the earth sciences at the University of Graz, Austria.

At present, apart from his academic duties and other engagements he is serving as Vice President of the Advisory Board of the PanAfGeo Mapping Project (EGS-OAGS) and in the UNCE Expert Group on Mineral resources classification to develop an African Mineral Resources Classification (AMREC) and reporting code (PARC).
What is it?

The Digital Earth Africa (DE Africa) program will build the world’s largest operational platform for accessing and analysing decades of satellite imagery specific to Africa’s land and seas. DE Africa will translate data from the world’s free Earth observation satellites into ready-to-use insights about the continent’s environmental conditions. Such insights will enable African governments, NGOs, businesses, and individuals to make more informed decisions about soil and coastal erosion, agriculture, deforestation, desertification, water quality and changes in human settlements.

The US-based Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust and the Australian Government have funded the establishment of DE Africa. Digital Earth Australia (DE Australia)—a world-class platform funded by the Australian Government that uses satellite imagery to identify changes in Australia’s landscape—will provide technical and operational guidance. An African-led ecosystem of governments, private businesses, international investors and non-government organisations will provide the enduring investment for DE Africa.

A Steering Committee for DE Africa was formed in 2018 and has broad representation including; Kenya Office of the Deputy President, Council for Scientific and Industrial Research South Africa, Group on Earth Observations, Ghana Statistical Service, South African National Space Agency, Geoscience Australia, World Economic Forum, Committee on Earth Observations Satellites and the Global Partnership for Sustainable Development Data. With the support of funding from the Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research, the Steering Committee developed a study to determine the viability of a scalable, economically and technically sustainable model in Africa, for Africa.

Why is it important?

The insights gained from DE Africa will provide reliable, routine and near-real-time evidence about changes to Africa’s natural and built environment. This kind of evidence underpins informed decision-making about agriculture and food security, deforestation, and strengthens the ongoing monitoring and management of mining, forests and water resources in Africa. Critically, DE Africa will eventually be a sovereign operational and analytic capability to Africa, with in-country expertise in data analysis, use and management.

Who will use it?

Governments, businesses and individuals from across Africa, as well as multinationals, and government and non-government organisations that work in Africa, will use the insights gained from DE Africa.

Where will it be?

The DE Africa Office will be established in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia and will centralise the operations, governance and forward work plan of the program. It will also build technical and policy expertise, and data analytics capability in country. The analysis, products and tools produced by DE Africa will be accessible across the continent to inform decisions about land and water.

How will the DE Africa Office work?

In its first year, the DE Africa Office will establish its operational and governance frameworks and build its
technical expertise. The DE Australia team will help
guide this initial development in partnership with data,
policy and industry leaders across Africa. Recruitment
for the office will include executive positions, technical
experts, and communication and media officers. Recruitment is expected to commence in June 2019.
DE Australia will work closely with African government
and non-government organisations to augment existing
expertise and provide new opportunities to learn and
grow from DE Africa’s innovative operations. This will
likely involve secondments and job sharing in the
establishment phase.

The DE Africa Office will expand on the existing DE
Africa community, and strengthen the long-term
engagement of international donors, philanthropic and
multilateral organisations, and nations (inside and
outside Africa) that want to invest in high-impact Earth-
observation solutions to address environmental and
economic challenges across the continent.

Background

Africa is a continent with a rich and diverse environment
that faces many development challenges such as ready
access to drinking water, rapid urban development,
active deforestation and food insecurity. Our
understanding of these development challenges in
Africa will connect directly to how well we understand
its natural resources, and the human and climate
impact on them.

Satellites provide images of our land that can help us
understand our natural and built environment. Such
images are a rich source of information, but they are
difficult to acquire, scale up or down, and compute and
analyse – their high-quality means having to deal with
many petabytes of data. Additionally, a single image
can only tell you the story of a single place, and only at
a single time.

But what if you could analyse all the images taken over
the last 30 years to tell the story of how a place has
changed over time? And what if you could tell that story
to governments, businesses and individuals so that
they can make the most informed decisions about how
they use their resources? And what if this story was
freely, and openly available to everyone who wanted to
hear it?

These questions led to the launch, in May 2018, of the
Africa Regional Data Cube (ARDC), an initiative
spearheaded by the Global Partnership for Sustainable
Development Data, with strong support from the Group
of Earth Observation (GEO) and focused on five
countries: Sierra Leone, Senegal, Ghana, Kenya and
Tanzania. The ARDC was a prototype that clearly
showed the need for such a service and its value. It also
highlighted the need for an African-owned and led
continental-scale approach to the acquisition, storage,
interpretation and delivery of satellite data.

A summary report in 2019 comprehensively established
the current and growing demand for satellite data and
data cube technologies. This demand came from a
wide range of African and international governments,
NGOs, research and academic institutions, donors and
multilateral partners seeking to address specific
problems and inform development decisions.

In February 2019, the USA-based Leona M. and Harry
B. Helmsley Charitable Trust committed USD10 million
to the development of DE Africa, with a further AUD10
million (approximately USD7 million) from the
Australian Government. DE Australia committed to
providing the technical and operational expertise and
will coordinate DE Africa's establishment.
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Researchers unearth an ice age in the African desert

geologypage.com

A field trip to Namibia to study volcanic rocks led to an
unexpected discovery by West Virginia University
geologists Graham Andrews and Sarah Brown.

While exploring the desert country in southern Africa,
you stumbled upon a peculiar land formation—flat
desert scattered with hundreds of long, steep hills. They
quickly realized the bumpy landscape was shaped by
drumlins, a type of hill often found in places once
covered in glaciers, an abnormal characteristic for
desert landscapes.

“We quickly realized what we were looking at because
we both grew up in areas of the world that had been
under glaciers, me in Northern Ireland and Sarah in
northern Illinois,” said Andrews, an assistant professor
of geology. “It’s not like anything we see in West
Virginia where we’re used to flat areas and then gorges
and steep-sided valleys down into hollows.”

After returning home from the trip, Andrews began
researching the origins of the Namibian drumlins, only
to learn they had never been studied.
The drumlins were formed by fast-moving ice floes instead of slow melting ice. Credit: WVU

“The last rocks we were shown on the trip are from a time period when southern Africa was covered by ice,” Andrews said. “People obviously knew that part of the world had been covered in ice at one time, but no one had ever mentioned anything about how the drumlins formed or that they were even there at all.”

Andrews teamed up with WVU geology senior Andy McGrady to use morphometrics, or measurements of shapes, to determine if the drumlins showed any patterns that would reflect regular behaviors as the ice carved them.

While normal glaciers have sequential patterns of growing and melting, they do not move much, Andrews explained. However, they determined that the drumlins featured large grooves, which showed that the ice had to be moving at a fast pace to carve the grooves.

These grooves demonstrated the first evidence of an ice stream in southern Africa in the late Paleozoic Age, which occurred about 300 million years ago.

“The ice carved big, long grooves in the rock as it moved,” Andrews said. “It wasn’t just that there was ice there, but there was an ice stream. It was an area where the ice was really moving fast.”

McGrady used freely available information from Google Earth and Google Maps to measure their length, width and height.

“This work is very important because not much has been published on these glacial features in Namibia,” said McGrady, a senior geology student from Hamlin. “It’s interesting to think that this was pioneer work in a sense, that this is one of the first papers to cover the characteristics of these features and gives some insight into how they were formed.”

Their findings also confirm that southern Africa was located over the South Pole during this period.

“These features provide yet another tie between southern Africa and south America to show they were once joined,” Andrews said.

The study, “First description of subglacial megalineations from the late Paleozoic ice age in southern Africa” is published in the Public Library of Science’s PLOS ONE journal.

“This is a great example of a fundamental discovery and new insights into the climatic history of our world that remain to be discovered,” said Tim Carr, chair of the Department of Geology and Geography.

Reference:

This story originally appeared on: http://www.geologypage.com/2019/02/researchers-unearth-an-ice-age-in-the-african-desert.html#ixzz5hI1bJFVc
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Tracks in rocks tell us where ancient animals roamed in southern Africa

From theconversation.com (Feb. 7, 2019)

At first glance, they look like nothing more interesting than rocks. But to our research team, these two rocks – situated just 420 metres apart on a rugged, remote portion of South Africa’s Cape south coast – are fascinating and important pieces of ancient history.

The rocks are described in a paper based on research that’s part of a decade-long multi-disciplinary study along a 350km stretch of this particular coastline. It’s been rewarding work. We’ve identified more than 130 sites containing trackways made by vertebrates during the Pleistocene era, dating back to between 36 000 and 140 000 years ago.

We’ve also found 40 hominin tracks on the ceiling and side walls of a coastal cave. These may represent the first known example of humans jogging.
Roberts Rock, before it slid into the sea, provided evidence of ancient vertebrate life. Charles Helm

Now we can add Roberts Rock and Megafauna Rock to the list. They contain trackways and tracks made by elephant, rhino and antelope, as well as by long-extinct buffalo and horse species, that all roamed the area hundreds of thousands of years ago.

Tracksites like these are scientifically important. They can be thought of as a movie that can tell stories about prehistoric humans as well as animal behaviour, and how many species were in a place at a particular point in time. They also have heritage and aesthetic value.

These rocks, and similar finds, are a reminder that it’s important to regularly survey and document southern Africa’s coastlines. Fossils and trackways can be recorded through cast replicas and detailed photographs. This will allow more people to “read the rocks” and decipher our past.

**Ancient megafauna**

The rocks that sparked our latest paper lie to the east of a small town in South Africa called Still Bay. The first rock was initially described in 2008; we later named it Roberts Rock in honour of Dr David Roberts, who discovered it.

Its 5 metre x 3.5 metre surface contained spectacular elephant trackways – the first to be reported from southern Africa. Over time we monitored its slow but steady demise. First it split in two, exposing many more tracks. By 2016 it had slumped into the sea, and was destroyed by wave action.

The second rock, measuring 5 metres x 5 metres x 2.5 metres, was arguably even more significant. In addition to numerous elephant tracks it contained probable single tracks of the extinct giant Cape horse (*Equus capensis*) and the extinct long-horned buffalo (*Syncerus antiquus*). We also identified a single track that was probably made by a rhinoceros.

Finding their tracks on a single rock was a surprise, and we named it Megafauna Rock.

The long-horned buffalo and giant Cape horse both went extinct between 10 000 and 12 000 years ago. At the time of discovery, these were the first probable rhinoceros and giant Cape horse tracks that had been identified. We have subsequently found further such sites. The long-horned buffalo track, meanwhile, confirmed our findings from another site in our study area: the tracks of this species are distinctive, usually being wider than they are long.

Both rocks contained tracks on multiple layers. This suggests repeated use of an area over time, and possibly that the rocks were close to a water source. Using the results from dated samples from sites nearby, we’ve inferred that most of the tracks in this area are between 116 000 and 128 000 years old.

These rocks are just two highlights in an area that’s remarkably rich in trace fossils, and which preserves some of the activities of the Pleistocene fauna in exquisite detail. All this provides a glimpse of Pleistocene dune life and suggests an area teeming with large mammals.

Another important element to this research is that the tracks along this coastline were made at the margin of the Palaeo-Agulhas Plain, which was alternately exposed and covered by the ocean during multiple Pleistocene sea level changes. When exposed, this
plain, which at times was up to 100 km wide, could have provided an east-west migration corridor that supported large numbers of mammals. So, our studies can help to shed light on the climate and environmental conditions during the Pleistocene.

A vanishing heritage

One of the realities we’ve had to come to terms with, working on these coastal bluffs, is that the tracksites we find are ephemeral and unstable. High tides and storm surges batter the bluffs; many fragile sites are destroyed through erosion, while new ones appear. An even larger rock has become exposed close to where Roberts Rock once stood. It contains multiple layers of elephant tracks, bird tracks, golden mole burrow traces and invertebrate traces – but it too is inexorably sliding down the unstable slope into the sea. There is little doubt that many other such sites have been exposed and destroyed without ever being witnessed or identified by humans.

This story originally appeared on: https://theconversation.com/tracks-in-rocks-tell-us-where-ancient-animals-roamed-in-southern-africa-111097?fbclid=IwAR2voHWvb1c13A6HvquILWcupCUpMZGUIbTRWbR_ricquUe8zJVoYMNZNY&utm_campaign=Latest+from+The+Conversation+for+February+7+2019+-+1229911324&utm_content=Latest+from+The+Conversation+for+February+7+2019+-+1229911324+CID_fa3383eb1c2945a8b81f17213ae7ed308&utm_medium=email&utm_source=campaign_monitor_africa&utm_term=Tracks+in+rocks+tell+us+where+ancient+animals+roamed+in+southern+Africa
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South African Estuary Information System
http://saeis.saeon.ac.za/

The South African Environmental Observation Network (SAEON) aims to bring about cohesion between existing, but fragmented, environmental research programmes in South Africa and is developing a facility to ensure that long term data is archived and accessible as a national asset for generations to come.

At present there is no single repository of information on estuaries and data or reports that are available, are fragmented across different organizations. This is an untenable situation that may be limiting the way in which these vulnerable ecosystems are currently managed. SAEON and partners aim to redress this issue, by consolidating available data, reports and other information into a single searchable repository called the South African Estuaries Information System.
Indonesian earthquake broke a geologic speed limit

By Paul Voosen (Feb. 4, 2019)

The geological rupture responsible for the devastating magnitude-7.5 earthquake that struck Palu, Indonesia, in September 2018 ripped through Earth’s crust at rare high speed, two teams of scientists reported this week. This “supershear” behavior likely intensified the shaking in the quake, which triggered a tsunami and killed more than 2000 people. And the setting, on a fault not expected to sustain such a rupture, raises fears that far more regions could be at risk of high-speed quakes than once thought.

The Palu earthquake took place on a strike-slip fault, where two blocks of continental crust slide past each other laterally. From the start it stood out as unusual, says Lingsen Meng, a seismologist at the University of California, Los Angeles, and a co-author of one of the new papers, which appear in *Nature Geoscience*. Its shaking, for its magnitude, seemed especially powerful, causing widespread soil liquefaction and landslides. And, as satellite imagery rolled in, it became clear that the rupture had traveled some 150 kilometers, despite lasting only 35 seconds. “This was a very fast earthquake,” says Elizabeth Madden, a geophysicist at the University of Brasilia.

Like rips in a piece of paper, earthquake ruptures don’t happen all at once. A rupture typically unzips a fault at a uniform rate of about 3 kilometers per second, below the speed of an earthquake’s damaging side-to-side waves, called shear waves, which spread out from the rupture tip.

Geology seemed to impose the speed limit: The rupture point chews up energy as it pulverizes rock, and seismologists thought a supershear rupture would consume too much energy to be sustained.

Whereas most earthquakes are content to obey this speed limit, scientists have clocked a handful that broke the supershear barrier, beginning with two 1999 earthquakes in Turkey. Meng says the ground shaking is generally much stronger in these cases. That’s because, as the rupture gathers speed, the earthquake shear waves begin to overlap, increasing in strength like overlapping waves in the ocean.

These quakes all seemed to take place on long, linear, and smooth strike-slip faults—geological runways where the sliding allows the rupture to gather speed and leap past the forbidden zone. But the Palu quake broke that rule. Meng and his co-authors tracked the speed of the rupture using variations in the arrival times of seismic waves at a dense array of sensors in Australia. They also analyzed satellite radar observations of the Palu region before and after the earthquake to learn how the rupture displaced the ground—a clue to the fault’s geometry. Rather than being a straight runway, the fault had big kinks. Yet the rupture still went supershear, traveling more than a kilometer per second faster than a typical earthquake.

The Palu quake holds other puzzles, Meng adds. Although it traveled at high speeds, it did not go quite as fast as previous supershear earthquakes, which typically run as fast as their leading pressure waves, at 6 kilometers per second. One factor may be the age of the Palu fault; it has likely hosted thousands of earthquakes, leaving shattered rocks that slowed the
rupture’s progression. Also, rather than gradually building up speed like earlier supershear quakes, this one hit top speed immediately, like a jet going supersonic at takeoff. “Even in these complicated and rough faults, it can go supershear and it can go supershear right away,” Meng says.

A second study, using only satellite imagery of one segment of the rupture, supports the notion that the Palu earthquake went supershear. “We were immediately struck by the sharpness of the rupture at the surface,” says Anne Socquet, the study’s lead author and a geophysicist at the University of Grenoble in France. The ground seemed to slip almost seamlessly north and south, with little vertical motion, and the quake had no aftershocks—features consistent with past supershear earthquakes. Unpublished 3D computer models of the earthquake, designed to diagnose the tsunami’s cause, suggest only a supershear event can explain these observations, Madden adds.

Martin Vallée, a seismologist at the Institute of Earth Physics in Paris, says the evidence is convincing—and disturbing. By showing that even tortuous faults can break the speed limit, the finding means “it is difficult to exclude supershear behavior on most faults,” he says. Such quakes are still uncommon. But Meng says hazard assessments for strike-slip faults worldwide now need to reckon with the chance of intense supershear shaking.

As a resident of Los Angeles, perched above the San Andreas, perhaps the world’s most famous strike-slip fault, the threat is personal to Meng. “I don’t want to say that the San Andreas would go like that,” he says, but some believe it may have gone supershear in the past—in the 1906 earthquake that leveled San Francisco, California. “There’s definitely a possibility for this to happen.”

This story originally appeared on: doi:10.1126/science.aaw9025
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**Huge Earthquake in Bolivia Has Revealed Vast Mountain Ranges Below Earth’s Surface**

By Mike Mcrae (Feb. 15, 2019)

We might not actually find dinosaurs down there, but new research is revealing features in the underworld resembling structures on the surface. Far from a bubbling hot mess, there are mountains deep below rivalling anything up here.

Geophysicists from Princeton University in the US and the Chinese Academy of Sciences used the echoes of a massive earthquake that struck Bolivia two decades ago to piece together the topography deep beneath the surface.

On 9 June 1994, an 8.2 magnitude tremor rocked a sparsely populated region of the Amazon in the South American nation. Nothing this powerful had been seen in decades, with shocks being felt as far away as Canada.

“Earthquakes this big don’t come along very often,” says geoscientist Jessica Irving.

Not only was it big, it was deep, with a focal point estimated at a depth of just under 650 kilometres (about 400 miles). Unlike quakes that grind through the crust, the energy from these monsters can shake the whole mantle like a bowl of jelly.

The tremor happened to be one of the first to be measured on a modern seismic network, providing researchers with unprecedented recordings of waves bouncing through our planet's interior.

Just like the soundwaves from an ultrasound can reveal differences in the density of tissue inside a body, the huge waves pulsing through Earth's molten guts as its crust shudders and grinds against itself can be used to put together an image of what's down there.

Only recently geoscientists used signatures in these waves to determine the rigidity of the planet's core.

In this instance, the researchers took advantage of the 1994 quake's intensity to detect waves scattering as they transitioned between layers, revealing details of the boundaries.

"We know that almost all objects have surface roughness and therefore scatter light. That's why we can see these objects – the scattering waves carry the information about the surface's roughness," says lead author Wenbo Wu, a geoscientist at the California Institute of Technology.
"In this study, we investigated scattered seismic waves travelling inside the Earth to constrain the roughness of the Earth's 660 kilometre boundary."

At this depth there's a division between the more rigid lower parts of the mantle and an upper zone that isn't under quite as much pressure, one that creates a discontinuity marked by the appearance of various minerals.

The deepest hole we've ever dug is a paltry 12 kilometres (7.5 miles) deep, so without a Jules Verne scale tunnel to drop us down there, we've had no idea what this transition zone looks like. Until now.

Based on those all-important waves coursing through the boundary, the researchers have concluded the meeting point between the mantle's upper and lower parts is a zig-zagging mountain range that puts anything on the surface to shame.

"In other words, stronger topography than the Rocky Mountains or the Appalachians is present at the 660 kilometre boundary," says Wu.

This jagged line has significant implications for Earth's formation. Most of our planet's mass consists of mantle, so knowing how it mixes and changes by transferring heat informs us of how it evolves over time.

Different takes on the evidence have produced competing models on how minerals flow and churn within the pressurised rock, some saying it's well-mixed, others suggesting there's interference at the border.

Knowing the details of this subterranean mountain could decide the fate of various models describing the history of our planet's ever-changing geology.

"What's exciting about these results is that they give us new information to understand the fate of ancient tectonic plates which have descended into the mantle, and where ancient mantle material might still reside," says Irving.

It might not be an easy place to explore. And forget the mastadons and giant insects. But the lost world under our feet still holds clues about our past if we know where to look.


News: About the World

January 2019 Was Third Hottest On Record, and No It's Not a"Natural Cycle."
By Dan Satterfield (blogs.agu.org)

NOAA announced that January was the third hottest on record and the ten warmest have all been since 2002.

Think about that for a second. If you think that the climate is not changing, then that statistic is impossible
to reconcile. Oh, you may say that this is just a warm period globally, and the thermometer record is not long enough to have any meaning. Well, that record is extended by very good proxies (like tree rings etc), and the January’s of this century are likely the warmest in thousands of years. Still, doubt it? Ok, then tell me where the heat is coming from because it’s all about the physics.

It has to come from somewhere, and we know that carbon dioxide traps heat. We know it because of thousands of experiments that have never been refuted and we understand it as well as we understand why the sky is blue. Look at the graph below and you will see what we know and also why the uncertainties that do exist are not enough to falsify the hard truth that it’s the greenhouse gases that are warming the planet.

![Graph showing radiative forcing by emissions and drivers](image)

IPCC Assessment Report 5.

This is the scientific truth, and while it may conflict with your political or world view, it’s still true. Go ahead and scream natural cycles all you want when we meteorologists post the data each month, but until you prove that graph wrong, no one is going to take you seriously.

I realized before age ten that if I thought some scientific finding was not true, I’d better learn an awful lot about it and then ask some experts why my idea was wrong. I instinctively knew that I should do this before telling every science body on the planet that they were in error! Additionally, I understood that if I failed to do so, I’d end up making a fool of myself. Certainly, I’m not special and most people came to the same realization by the time they were a young adult, but my question here is why do some fail to gain the ability to recognize this?

(The answer, of course, is that it conflicts with their political worldview.)

This story originally appeared on: https://blogs.agu.org/wildwildscience/2019/02/20/january-2019-was-third-hottest-on-record-and-no-its-not-anatural-cycle/
Can Lightning Strikes Produce Shocked Quartz?

www.geologyin.com

Time and time again, Earth has been pummeled by asteroids, but that ancient record is often faded and dubious. Lightning can beat up rocks like an asteroid strike, casting doubt on past impacts to bolster the notion that rocks were beat up in an extraterrestrial impact, geologists search for a distinctive signature: microscopic bands in the mineral quartz, created when powerful pressure waves ripple through the rock. Now, a new study suggests that a different sort of shock can create the same banding patterns: a lightning bolt.

Gierè and his colleagues set out to show that the bolts from the blue could also generate the extreme pressures needed to shock quartz.

In the team’s computer simulation, the target of the lightning bolt was a hunk of granite, which bears quartz crystals in large numbers. (It’s also common on mountain ridges and other high spots often struck by lightning.) When a moderately strong bolt of cyber lightning struck the virtual rock, it created pressure waves that peaked at about 70,000 atmospheres, well into the range needed to produce shocked quartz, the researchers report this month in Geophysical Research Letters.

Fulgurites

The simulated lightning bolt also generated a glassy veneer on the rock up to 9 centimeters or so from where the bolt struck, a so-called fulgurite (fulgur is Latin for lightning) that serves as a sign to geologists that rocks have been zapped. Just beneath this glassy layer lay a thin layer of containing shocked quartz. Gierè says the result could help explain why his team found evidence for shocked quartz in fulgurites they collected from mountainous sites in France and Italy. The results could also provide a more conventional explanation for strange, glassy rocks found at some sites in South Australia and on the Pampas of...
Argentina.
The presence of shocked quartz crystals in rocks from both regions have been cited as evidence of impacts, although the new findings suggest that the rocks could have just as easily been made by lightning strikes. Gierè says geologists will have to be more careful when they make their impact diagnosis. But other researchers say that the scale of the effects should make that easy. Shocking from lightning is focused and limited to a thin layer near the surface, whereas impacts create shocked quartz widely throughout a target rock.

“This is a curious finding that is understandably going to fascinate a lot of people,” says David Kring, a cosmochemist at the Lunar and Planetary Institute in Houston, Texas. “But the scales of lightning strikes are small and not likely to be confused for kilometer-size or larger impact cratering events.”

**Argentine Pampas lightning glass?**
For decades now, impact crater geologists have relied on a seemingly infallible test for the pedigree of a suspected impact structure: If you can find shock-metamorphosed minerals, especially quartz, then the structure was made by a forceful extraterrestrial impact because no other known process could achieve the pressures necessary to alter quartz into one of several high-pressure forms, commonly referred to as “shocked” quartz.

This idea has continued to hold sway in the field in spite of a few cases where such quartz is found, but an impact origin seems unlikely. Now, a group at the University of Pennsylvania has challenged this canon by demonstrating that, under the right circumstances, ordinary storm-generated lightning may produce shock lamellae in quartz.

“Shocked” quartz comes in several varieties, depending upon the peak pressures involved. The lowest pressures that can produce features considered diagnostic of impact create “planar fractures” that form at pressures from 5 to 8 GPa. This is well above pressures that can be achieved in volcanic “explosions” (volcanic eruptions are really events in which pressure is relieved in the under lying rocks, not generated, in spite of the common description of these events as explosions—they are only explosive in the sense that they can produce atmospheric shock waves).


**News: About the World**

The Deep-time Digital Earth (DDE) Program approved by IUGS EC as the 1st IUGS “Recognized Big Science Program”


The Deep-time Digital Earth (DDE) Program is a new initiative proposed by several Adhering National Members and International Associations that are Affiliated Members of IUGS. The DDE Program has been approved by IUGS EC as the first IUGS “Recognized Big Science Program”.

The DDE aims to establish linked Earth Science big-data hubs that are interoperable with other databases including published data in the public domain and unpublished data in institutions and centres of expertise. Similar to OneGeology, which aims to provide a single map of world geology, DDE will aim to provide harmonized data in a convenient form to science, public and industry. But unlike other existing databases, DDE will provide the geologies and geographies of Deep-time, as well as data on the properties of those geologies, and thus will provide insights into the distribution and value of earth’s resources and materials, as well as hazards – while also providing a glimpse of the Earth’s geological future.

A three-day Forum will be held in Beijing, China on February 26-28, including a one-day plenary session.
and two-day technical and working group discussions on implementation of DDE. The forum will be organized jointly with the IUGS 73rd EC Meeting (February 27 - March 2). The first Circular of the Forum is available at: http://iugs.org/uploads/DDE_Forum_FirstCircular_final.pdf

**News: About Space/Astronomy**

**Earth's oldest rock found on the Moon**

From: newsroom.usra.edu

Houston, TX and Columbia, MD—January 24, 2019. Scientists discover what may be Earth’s oldest rock in a lunar sample returned by the Apollo 14 astronauts. The research about this possible relic from the Hadean Earth is published today in the journal *Earth and Planetary Science Letters.*

An international team of scientists associated with the Center for Lunar Science and Exploration (CLSE), part of NASA’s Solar System Exploration Research Virtual Institute, found evidence that the rock was launched from Earth by a large impacting asteroid or comet. This impact jettisoned material through Earth’s primitive atmosphere, into space, where it collided with the surface of the Moon (which was three times closer to Earth than it is now) about 4 billion years ago. The rock was subsequently mixed with other lunar surface materials into one sample.

The team developed techniques for locating impactor fragments in the lunar regolith, which prompted CLSE Principal Investigator Dr. David A. Kring, a Universities Space Research Association (USRA) scientist at the Lunar and Planetary Institute (LPI), to challenge them to locate a piece of Earth on the Moon.

Led by Research Scientist Jeremy Bellucci and Professor Alexander Nemchin, team members working at the Swedish Museum of Natural History and Curtin University in Australia rose to the challenge. The result of their investigation is a 2 gram fragment of rock composed of quartz, feldspar, and zircon, all commonly found on Earth and highly unusual on the Moon. Chemical analysis of the rock fragment shows it crystallized in a terrestrial-like oxidized system, at terrestrial temperatures, rather than in the reducing and higher temperature conditions characteristic of the Moon.

“It is an extraordinary find that helps paint a better picture of early Earth and the bombardment that modified our planet during the dawn of life,” says Dr. Kring.

It is possible that the sample is not of terrestrial origin, but instead crystallized on the Moon, however, that would require conditions never before inferred from lunar samples. It would require the sample to have...
formed at tremendous depths, in the lunar mantle, where very different rock compositions are anticipated. Therefore, the simplest interpretation is that the sample came from Earth.

Illustration 2. An artistic rendering of the Hadean Earth when the rock fragment was formed. Impact craters, some flooded by shallow seas, cover large swaths of the Earth’s surface. The excavation of those craters ejected rocky debris, some of which hit the Moon. Illustration credit: Simone Marchi.

The team’s analyses are providing additional details about the sample’s history. The rock crystallized about 20 kilometers beneath Earth’s surface 4.0–4.1 billion years ago. It was then excavated by one or more large impact events and launched into cis-lunar space. Previous work by the team showed that impacting asteroids at that time were producing craters thousands of kilometers in diameter on Earth, sufficiently large to bring material from those depths to the surface. Once the sample reached the lunar surface, it was affected by several other impact events, one of which partially melted it 3.9 billion years ago, and which probably buried it beneath the surface. The sample is therefore a relic of an intense period of bombardment that shaped the Solar System during the first billion years. After that period, the Moon was affected by smaller and less frequent impact events. The final impact event to affect this sample occurred about 26 million years ago, when an impacting asteroid hit the Moon, producing the small 340 meter-diameter Cone Crater, and excavating the sample back onto the lunar surface where astronauts collected it almost exactly 48 years ago (January 31–February 6, 1971).

Kring suspects the conclusion of a terrestrial origin for the rock fragment will be controversial. While the Hadean Earth is a reasonable source for the sample, a first find of this kind may be a challenge for the geologic community to digest. He notes that samples of Hadean Earth certainly peppered the lunar surface; other samples will likely be found with additional study.

Dr. Katharine Robinson, a postdoctoral researcher at the LPI, was also involved in the study, as were Dr. Marion Grange (Curtin University), Dr. Gareth Collins (Imperial College London), Dr. Martin Whitehouse (Swedish Museum of Natural History), Dr. Josh Snape (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam), and Prof. Marc Norman (Australian National University).

The research is supported by NASA’s Solar System Exploration Research Virtual Institute (SSERVI) through a cooperative agreement with the CLSE, a joint venture between the LPI and NASA’s Johnson Space Center.

Videos illustrating the Hadean Earth can be found on the Lunar and Planetary Institute website: [https://www.lpi.usra.edu/exploration/HadeanEarth/](https://www.lpi.usra.edu/exploration/HadeanEarth/).

About USRA

Founded in 1969, under the auspices of the National Academy of Sciences at the request of the U.S. Government, the Universities Space Research Association (USRA) is a nonprofit corporation chartered to advance space-related science, technology and engineering. USRA operates scientific institutes and facilities, and conducts other major research and educational programs, under Federal funding. USRA engages the university community and employs in-house scientific leadership, innovative research and development, and project management.

About LPI
The Lunar and Planetary Institute (LPI), operated by Universities Space Research Association, was established during the Apollo program to foster international collaboration and to serve as a repository for information gathered during the early years of the space program. Today, the LPI is an intellectual leader in lunar and planetary science. The Institute serves as a scientific forum attracting world-class visiting scientists, postdoctoral fellows, students, and resident experts; supports and serves the research community through newsletters, meetings, and other activities; collects and disseminates planetary data while facilitating the community's access to NASA science; and engages and excites, and educates the public about space science and invests in the development of future generations of explorers. The research carried out at the LPI supports NASA's efforts to explore the solar system. More information about LPI is available at www.lpi.usra.edu.

This story originally appeared on: https://newsroom.usra.edu/earths-oldest-rock-found-on-the-moon/?fbclid=IwAR2u7HMMQzGvoF6g0xN_Gf44LXaNg3w3R_Nd-xgE8CTWNnDYoH8j7sooyw

News: About Space/Astronomy

We Just Got the First Evidence of a Planet-Wide Groundwater System on Mars
From: By Kristin Houser (Feb 28, 2019)

Mars may look like a dry, dusty planet today. But scientific models indicate that it was likely once home to massive amounts of water, both above and below its surface - and now, researchers have evidence to back those models up.

"Early Mars was a watery world, but as the planet's climate changed this water retreated below the surface to form pools and 'groundwater'," European Space Agency (ESA) researcher Francesco Salese said in a press release.

"We traced this water in our study, as its scale and role is a matter of debate," he continued, "and we found the first geological evidence of a planet-wide groundwater system on Mars."

Using data from a trio of instruments - the High Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC) aboard the ESA's Mars Express spacecraft, NASA's High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE), and the Context Camera aboard NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter - the ESA researchers explored two dozen enclosed craters in Mars' northern hemisphere.

On the floors of these craters, the team found features that suggest the craters once contained "pools and flows of water that changed and receded over time". They were even able to estimate past water levels and found they matched up with the expected shorelines of an ocean that many believe existed on Mars between three and four billion years ago - and which may have been connected to a system of subterranean lakes.

Water is a key indicator of life, so any evidence of water on Mars lends credence to the idea that the planet might have once been home to living organisms.
But evidence of a groundwater system isn’t the only ESA discovery with life-on-Mars implications - within five of the craters they examined, the team also found signs of minerals that past research has connected to the emergence of life on Earth.

As Mars Express project scientist Dmitri Titov noted, the discovery could help researchers pinpoint the spots on Mars most likely to contain evidence of past life on the Red Planet - potentially putting us one step closer to finding extraterrestrial life.

This story originally appeared on: https://www.sciencealert.com/researchers-first-geological-evidence-of-mars-planet-wide-groundwater-system?fbclid=IwAR1B6uUvrfFanws-fnwIKUmSjzy9uFgYmg9D70YvCGLLnwb9GSKkzF6TwVo

GEOETHICS

Teaching GeoEthics Across the Geoscience Curriculum

By David Mogk, Department of Earth Sciences, Montana State University and Monica Bruckner, SERC, Carleton College

Ethics Education is an increasingly important component of the pre-professional training of (geo) scientists. Funding agencies (NSF, NIH) require training of graduate students in the responsible conduct of research, employers are increasingly expecting their workers to have basic training in ethics, and the public demands the highest standards of ethical conduct by scientists. Yet, few faculty have the requisite training to effectively teach about ethics in their classes, or even informally in mentoring students working in their labs.

This module has been developed to meet the need of introducing ethics education into the geoscience curriculum:

- **For faculty**, resources, case studies, and teaching activities are provided to facilitate instruction in ethics within established geo "core" courses or in a dedicated course on "GeoEthics";
- **For students**, resources are provided to help expand their understanding of ethical situations that may arise in their careers, and to give them the tools they need to appropriately address these issues.

**What do we mean by "GeoEthics"?**

GeoEthics encompasses the values and professional standards required of geoscientists to responsibly work in the profession and in service to society. The training of scientists in ethics has traditionally been focused on the Responsible Conduct of Research. However, GeoEthics encompasses many more dimensions, including personal and professional behaviors as well as responsibilities to society and to stewardship of Earth.

Why Teach GeoEthics?

The scientific community, as well as our civic communities, must have trust that the conduct of scientists and the integrity of their scientific product, is above reproach. Charles Darwin famously wrote:

> False facts are highly injurious to the progress of science, for they often long endure; but false views, if supported by some evidence, do little harm, as every one takes a salutary pleasure in proving their falseness; and when this is done, one path towards error is closed and the road to truth is often at the same time opened (Descent of Man, 1871, Volume 2, Chapter XXI, p. 385).

A formal course of instruction is needed to prepare students to enter the community of practice in the geosciences. Students should have the opportunity in our classes to recognize ethical dilemmas in the first instance, to develop the strategies and skills needed to responsibly participate in the profession, and gain experience in ethical decision-making. Instructors, at all levels, should be aware of the need for ethical training in their coursework and mentoring of students, and look for opportunities to introduce those "teachable moments" to explicitly identify and address ethical issues.

How to Teach GeoEthics?

"Most graduate students and post-doctoral fellows currently learn research practices primarily through ad hoc, informal exposures in their individual laboratories, rather than through formal training" (NRC, 2009). Training in ethical practices in our science is too important to leave to random experiences that require ethical decision-making, and training in ethics at the...
graduate or post-graduate level is too late in the pre-
professional training of students. We propose that a
systematic curriculum that helps students identify and
address ethical issues in the geosciences is needed.
The tenets of "best practices" in STEM education
extend to instruction in GeoEthics, primarily through
use of a variety of active learning methods. There is a
related need to develop appropriate assessment
instruments to determine the mastery of ethical
principles and ethical maturity of our students.

Opportunities to Teach GeoEthics in Existing
Geoscience Courses for Majors and Non-Majors
There are many opportunities to build GeoEthics
training into existing courses, from the introductory level
to the "core" geoscience courses for majors. Short
readings, discussions, and examinations of case
studies, for example, can be introduced into formal
course work to explore ethical dimensions of the
conduct of geoscientists at work or regarding events or
phenomena that impact the welfare of society. In
addition to presentation of geologic concepts, content,
and activities that enhance skill development,
instructors are encouraged to go a step beyond, and
explicitly provide opportunities for students to engage
the ethical implications and applications of topics
covered in a course. Some departments are even
formulating a dedicated GeoEthics course, commonly
as a capstone course for geoscience majors.

Assessment of Student Learning Outcomes in
Ethical Training
Evidence of students' mastery of ethical principles, and
their ability to apply these principles to ethical
challenges they may encounter in their careers, may be
demonstrated using a variety of assessment
techniques. It is often the case that there is not a
singular right or wrong answer; rather, the students'
demonstrations of the process of ethical decision-
making may be more important. The 2014 Teaching
GeoEthics workshop participants provided some
practical advice and methods on Assessment of
Student Learning Outcomes in Ethical Training.

Multiple Facets of GeoEthics
Ethical conduct in the geoscience professions has
many dimensions, including responsibilities toward the
Profession, to Society, and to the Earth System. Learn
more about each of these facets, including teaching
resources that speak to each:

- GeoEthics and Self: How can we best prepare
  students to develop self-monitoring and self-
  regulating behaviors such that they will be
  able to recognize ethical issues when they
  arise, and have the tools to engage ethical
decision-making practices?
- GeoEthics, Geoscientists and the Geoscience
  Professions: Part of students' pre-professional
  training must be targeted to engage the
  accepted practices and values of the
  discipline. This is reflected in:
  - Professional Societies and Their Mission
    Statements and Codes of Ethics as well as
  - Responsible Conduct of Research, which
    includes Data and Data Management,
    Mistakes and Negligence, Research
    Misconduct, Laboratory Safety,
    Authorship, Plagiarism, Falsification or
    Fabrication of Data and much more.
  - Geoethics and Professionalism: the
    Responsible Conduct of Scientists--
    principles of professionalism,
    (un)professional behaviors (sexual
    harassment/assault,
    bullying),
    interpersonal behaviors that impact
    department "climate", professional
    relations built on trust...
- GeoEthics and Society: The work of
  geoscientists commonly has a great impact on
  society, particularly in the areas of
  geohazards, resource development, and
  environmental issues (both anthropogenic and
  natural).
- GeoEthics and the Earth System:
  Geoscientists are in a unique position to
  interpret the dynamic, heterogeneous and
  complex Earth System. What is the
  responsibility of geoscientists to address
  questions of sustainability? What principles
  guide choices we make related to
  environmental ethics? How can we reconcile
  issues when societal needs/values come in
  conflict with environmental ethics and values?

Resources to Support Teaching GeoEthics
- Resources To Support Teaching GeoEthics: You
don't have to start with a clean slate. Take
a look at these websites, reports, articles and
other resources to get you started.
- Browse the GeoEthics Case Study Collection,
contributed by participants of the 2014
Teaching GeoEthics workshop.
- The On the Cutting Edge and InTeGrate
projects have developed a substantial body of
peer-reviewed teaching activities that address
a wide range of ethical issues. Browse this
compilation of activities and modules that can
be used as an entree to further explorations of ethical issues in the geosciences.

**2014 Teaching GeoEthics Workshop**

The National Science Foundation (Ethics Education in Science and Engineering) supported the 2014 Teaching GeoEthics Across the Geoscience Curriculum Workshop. This was a catalytic event that brought together geoscience educators and colleagues involved with ethics education from sister disciplines (philosophy, engineering, biology) to identify areas where ethics is currently being taught, and to chart new directions to enhance instruction in ethics, across the geoscience curriculum. See the Program to access presentations and discussion group summaries. And see the Participant List, which includes contributions made by each participant.
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Pages 522-531
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P. Mendonidis, R.J. Thomas
Pages 532-545
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Pages 823-837
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Pages 1-11

The late Pleistocene – Holocene paleoclimate reconstruction in the Adamawa plateau (Central Cameroon) inferred from the geochemistry and mineralogy of the Lake Fonjak sediments
N’anga Alexandrine, Ngos Simon, Ngueutchoua Gabriel
Pages 23-36

CO2-rich fluid inclusions in mantle xenoliths from Barombi-Mbo and Nyos maars (Cameroon volcanic line, central Africa): Upper mantle equilibria and history of magma ascension
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Pages 68-85

Soft sediment deformation structures in the Neoproterozoic Kansuki formation (Katanga Supergroup, Democratic Republic of the Congo): Evidence for deposition in a tectonically active carbonate platform
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Pages 86-95
Application of medical and dental CT-Scan technologies for determining porosity distribution of the Persian Gulf coastal zone and Zagros basin core samples
Danial Farokhian, Reza Azin, Ali Ranjbar
Pages 96-106

Petrology of saprolite developed on gneisses in the Matomb region, south Cameroon
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Pages 107-122
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Pages 131-135

Mineralogy and geochemistry of recent alluvial sediments from the Ngaye River watershed, northern Cameroon: Implications for the surface processes and Au-PGE distribution
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Pages 136-157

Biostratigraphy and paleoenvironmental setting of the Lower Miocene succession at the west central Sinai, Egypt
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Pages 158-175

Characteristics, classification and genesis of vertisols under seasonally contrasted climate in the Lake Chad Basin, Central Africa
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Pages 176-193
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Pages 194-204

Sedimentology and sequence stratigraphy of the late-Messinian - Early pliocene continental to marine deposits of the Boudinar basin (North Morocco)
Gilles Merzeraud, Mohammed Achalhi, Jean-Jacques Cornée, Philippe Münch, ... Abdelkhalak Ben Moussa
Pages 205-223

Hydrogeological characteristics of the Albertine Graben, Uganda: Evidence from surface geophysics and hydraulic testing
Brian E. Guma, Michael Owor, Andrew Muwanga
Pages 224-238

Petrogenesis of Zeiatit gabbroic rocks in the Southern Eastern Desert of Egypt: Discrimination of arc-related Neoproterozoic gabbros
Moustafa M. Mogahed
Pages 239-263

Crustal thickness estimates beneath four seismic stations in Ethiopia inferred from p-wave receiver function studies
Birhanu A. Kibret, Atalay Ayele, Derek Keir
Pages 264-271

Urban flood modelling combining cellular automata framework with semi-implicit finite difference numerical formulation
U.C. Nkwunonwo, Malcolm Whitworth, Brian Baily
Pages 272-281

Petrochemistry of the metasomatized Neoarchean Lower Transvaal Supergroup carbonate from the Kanye Basin (south Botswana)
Rorisang Jessika Tisane, Thierry Bineli Betsi, Fulvio Franchi
Pages 282-298
Geochemical characterization and evolution of the groundwater along the flow path, Gharandal watershed, South Sinai, Egypt
Sayed Mosaad, El Sayed El Abd
Pages 299-309

Foraminiferal biostratigraphy and bioevents of the Cenomanian-Turonian succession in southern Sinai, Egypt and relationship to OAE2
Sherif M. El Baz, Mohamed M. Khalil
Pages 310-318

Characterisation and tectonic implications of the Early Cretaceous, Skeleton Coast Dyke Swarm, NW Namibia
M. McMaster, J. Almeida, M. Heilbron, E. Guedes, ... J.H. Linus
Pages 319-336

Magnetic basement depth from high-resolution aeromagnetic data of parts of lower and middle Benue Trough (Nigeria) using scaling spectral method
Mukaila Abdullahi, Raj Kumar, Upendra K. Singh
Pages 337-345

Basic gravity geophysical processing and display in MATLAB: Application on NE African Sudanese Red Sea Province
Sami F. Abdalfattah, Youusif M. Makeen, Ibrahim Abdulbariu, Habeeb A. Ayinla
Pages 346-354

Morpho-sedimentary characteristics and generated primary sedimentary structures on the modern microtidal sandy coast of eastern Nile Delta, Egypt
Zaki A. Abdel-Fattah
Pages 355-378

Benthic foraminiferal assemblages as pollution proxies along the coastal fringe of the Monastir Bay (Tunisia)
Mohamed Damak, Fabrizio Frontalini, Boubaker Elleuch, Monem Kallel
Pages 379-388

Application of sequential Gaussian simulation and concentration-volume fractal model to delineate alterations in hypogene zone of miduk porphyry copper deposit, SE Iran
Omid Gholampour, Ardeshir Hezarkhani, Abbas Maghsoudi, Majid Mousavi
Pages 389-400

Petrology and geochemistry of the Yoro-Yangben Pan-African granitoid intrusion in the archaean Adamawa-Yade crust (Sw-Bafia, Cameroon)
Aurélie Ngamy Kamwa, Jacqueline Numerb Tchakounte, Charles Nkoumbou, Sébastien Owona, ... Joseph Mvondo Ondoa
Pages 401-414

Calcareous Nannofossil Biostratigraphy of the Paleocene-Lower Eocene Successions in the Farafra Oasis, Western Desert, Egypt
A.M. Abu Shama, H.A. Wanas, S.A. El-Nahrawy
Pages 466-484

Assessment of chemical and mineralogical composition of tertiary shales from the Nigerian sector of Iullemmeden basin: Implication for paleoclimate and provenance
A. Toyin, O.A. Adekeye
Pages 485-498

The Selandian/Thanetian transition of the Naqb El-Rufuf section, Kharga Oasis, Western Desert, Egypt: Foraminiferal biostratigraphy and sequence stratigraphy implications
Abdel Galil A. Hewa, Sherif Farouk, Youssef S. Bazeen
Pages 499-510

Integrated heavy mineral study of Jurassic to Paleogene sandstones in the Mandawa Basin, Tanzania: Sediment provenance and source-to-sink relations
Katrine Fossum, Andrew C. Morton, Henning Dypvik, Wellington E. Hudson
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A. Delcamp, S. Mossoux, H. Belkus, C. Tweheyo, ... M. Kervyn
Pages 566-583

Geological interpretation of the rifian foreland gravity anomalies and 3D modeling of their Hercynian granites (Northeastern Morocco)
Driss El Azzab, Younès Ghfir, Abdelhalim Miftah
Pages 584-594
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Fatima El Hmidi, Saïd Chakiri, Mohamad Hafid, Ahmed Manar, Zohra Bejiaji
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2019

4 – 7 February 2019
Moscow, Russia
Website: https://www.gece.moscow/kopiya-glavnaya

20 - 21 February 2019
International Conference "Arctic: Offshore Projects and Sustainable Development of Regions 2019»
Moscow, Russia
Website: http://arctic.s-kon.ru/

24 - 27 February 2019
2019 SME - Society for Mining, Metallurgy & Exploration Annual Conference
Denver, Colorado, USA
Website: http://www.smeannualconference.com/

14 - 16 March 2019
EUROGEO 2019 Annual Meeting and Conference "Teaching Geography in challenging times"
Paris, France

14 - 17 March 2019
International Conference on Geoscience for Society
Dhaka, Bangladesh

18 - 21 March 2019
Geoscience & Society Summit,
Stockholm, Sweden
Website: [https://connect.agu.org/gss/home](https://connect.agu.org/gss/home)

24 - 27 March 2019
Geo-Congress 2019, Philadelphia
"Eighth International Conference on Case Histories in Geotechnical Engineering"
Pennsylvania, USA
Website: [https://www.geocongress.org/](https://www.geocongress.org/)

27 – 29 March
2nd Mining & Exploration Forum and Expo – MINEX Uzbekistan 2019
Tashkent, Republic of Uzbekistan
[https://www.minexuzbekistan.com/](https://www.minexuzbekistan.com/)
admin@minexforum.com

28 - 30 March 2019
AGIC2019 - 2nd Atlas Georesources International Congress "Applied Geosciences for Groundwater"
Hammamet, Tunisia
Website: [https://lgr-certe.com.tn/](https://lgr-certe.com.tn/)

1 - 5 April 2019
VIII Earth Science Convention "Geosciences at service of Society and Development"
Havana, Cuba
Website: [http://www.cubacienciasdelatierra.com/es/default/principal](http://www.cubacienciasdelatierra.com/es/default/principal)

7 - 12 April 2019
EGU General Assembly 2019
Vienna, Austria
Deadline: Abstracts 10 January 2019
Website: [https://egu2019.eu/](https://egu2019.eu/)

12 - 13 April 2019
International symposium on climate change and the role of education
Lincoln, Lincolnshire, United Kingdom
Website: [https://www.bishopg.ac.uk/climatechange/](https://www.bishopg.ac.uk/climatechange/)

16 - 19 April 2019
IMCET 2019 - 26th International Mining Congress and Exhibition
Antalya, Turkey
Website: [http://www.imcet.org.tr/](http://www.imcet.org.tr/)

24 - 26 April 2019
International Symposium on Structural Geology and Global Tectonics
Trabzon, Turkey
Website: [http://www.generalgeology.com/](http://www.generalgeology.com/)

12 - 15 May 2019
GAC-MAC-IAH Conference "Where geosciences converge"
Québec, Canada
The preliminary program includes sessions on
- Geosystem and hydrogeosystems
- Resources, energy and environment
- Data science for geosciences
- Geosciences and society
Website: http://gacmac-quebec2019.ca/

12 - 24 May 2019
Geological Society of Nevada 2020 Symposium
Sparks, Nevada, USA
Website: http://www.gsnv.org/2020-symposium/

13 - 17 May 2019
GP2019 - Global Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction
Geneva, Switzerland
Website: https://www.unisdr.org/we/coordinate/global-platform

19–22 May 2019
GEM 2019 Xi’an - International Workshop on Gravity, Electrical & Magnetic Methods and Their Applications
Xi’an, China
Deadline: Abstracts 30 November 2018
Website: https://seg.org/events/GEM19

22–23 May 2019
7th International Conference on Earth Science, Climate Change & Space Technology
Rome, Italy
Deadline: Abstracts 11 April 2019
Website: http://earthscience.alliedacademies.com/

22 - 24 May 2019
15th International Congress of the Geological Society of Greece
Athens, Greece
Website: https://www.gsg2019.gr/

3 - 6 June 2019
81st EAGE Annual Conference and Exhibition
London, United Kingdom
Website: https://events.eage.org/en/2019/eage-annual-2019

4 - 7 June 2019
I Congreso Internacional de las Ciencias Exactas y Naturales
San José, Costa Rica
Website: http://www.eventosacademicos.una.ac.cr/index.php/cicen/ICICEN/

10 - 13 June 2019
7th International Conference on Debris-Flow Hazards Mitigation
Golden, Colorado, USA
Website: https://dfhm7.csmospace.com/

11 - 14 June 2019
EGC 2019 - European Geothermal Congress
The Hague, Netherlands
Website: http://europeangeothermalcongress.eu/

17 - 20 June 2019
7ICEGE - International Conference on Earthquake Geotechnical Engineering
Rome, Italy
Website: http://www.7icege.com/

18 - 19 June 2019
International Meeting on Paleoclimate: Change and Adaptation
Coimbra, Portugal

23 - 26 June 2019
ICONHIC 2019 - 2nd International Conference on Natural Hazards & Infrastructure
Chania, Greece
Website: [https://iconhic.com/2019/](https://iconhic.com/2019/)

23–27 June 2019
11th North American Paleontological Convention
Riverside, USA
Website: [https://napc2019.ucr.edu/](https://napc2019.ucr.edu/)

2 - 5 July 2019
STRATI 2019 - 3rd International Congress on Stratigraphy
Milano, Italy
Website: [http://www.strati2019.it/](http://www.strati2019.it/)

3–5 July 2019
7th International Conference on Coupled THMC Processes: GeoProc2019 - Earthquake and Faulting Mechanics
Utrecht, The Netherlands
Deadline: Abstracts 1 December 2018
Website: [http://geoproc2019.sites.uu.nl/](http://geoproc2019.sites.uu.nl/)

8–11 July 2019
Space Climate 7 Symposium
Canton Orford, Québec, Canada
Website: [http://craq-astro.ca/spaceclimate7/](http://craq-astro.ca/spaceclimate7/)

21 - 27 July 2019
8th International Symposium on Gully Erosion
Townsville, Australia
Express interest [https://www.research.net/r/FWCM3G2](https://www.research.net/r/FWCM3G2)

25 - 31 July 2019
INQUA 2019
Dublin, Ireland

28 July – 2 August 2019
AOGS 16th Annual Meeting
Singapore, Singapore

12 - 13 August 2019
Earth & Geo Science 2019 - 2nd International Conference on Earth Science & Geo Science
"Insight into Innovations in Earth System Sciences and Climate Change Challenges"
Prague, Czech Republic
Website: [https://www.scientificfederation.com/earth-science-2019/](https://www.scientificfederation.com/earth-science-2019/)

12 – 15 August 2019
MEDGEO 2019: the 8th International Conference on Medical Geology
Guiyang, China
Website: [www.medgeo2019.com](http://www.medgeo2019.com)

18 - 23 August 2019
Goldschmidt2019 - International Conference on Geochemistry and Related Subjects
Barcellona, Spain
Website: [https://goldschmidt.info/2019/](https://goldschmidt.info/2019/)
27 - 30 August 2019  
15th Biennial Meeting of the Society for Geology Applied to Mineral Deposits  
Glasgow, Scotland  
Website: https://www.sga2019glasgow.com/  

2 - 12 September 2019  
INHIGEO Annual Conference  
44th Symposium of the International Commission on the History of Geological Sciences  
Varese and Como, Italy  
Website: https://inhigeo2019.jimdofree.com/  

4–5 September 2019  
ICSD 2019: 7th International Conference on Sustainable Development  
Rome, Italy  
Deadline: Abstracts 10 June 2019  
Website: http://www.rsc.org/events/detail/33849/icsd-2019-7th-international-conference-on-sustainable-development  

9 - 13 September 2019  
5th International YES Congress  
Berlin, Germany  
Website: https://yesdeutschland.weebly.com/  
https://eurogeologists.eu/call-for-sessions-for-5th-international-yes-congress/  

13 - 18 September 2019  
ISRM 14th - International Congress of Rock Mechanics  
Iguassu Falls, Brazil  
Website: http://www.isrm2019.com/  

22 - 25 September 2019  
Geological Society of America Annual Meeting  
Phoenix, Arizona, USA  

24–26 September 2019  
8th International Symposium on Andean Geodynamics  
Quito, Ecuador  
Deadline: Abstracts 1 March 2019  
https://www.igepn.edu.ec/8isag  

26-30 September 2019  
XVII Congress of the International Society for Mine Surveying - ISMS 2019  
Irkutsk National Research Technical University (INRTU), City of Irkutsk, Russia  
Coordinator of the forum - Alina Kshanovskaya  
Tel: +7 (964) 215-60-96  
Email: president@ism-minesurveying.org  
Work Email: kshanovskayaav@gmail.com  

8-10 October 2018  
15th Russian Mining and Exploration Forum  
MINEX Russia Mining and Exploration Forum is regarded as one of the most successful business-driven mining events in Russia. The Forum is held annually and consistently attracts top executives and managers from leading Russian and international companies. The Forum addresses the ongoing developments and prospects for exploration, mining and processing of minerals and metals in Russia and across the countries of the Eurasian Economic Community. The Forum actively promotes investment and stimulates exchange of best practices and technologies in mining and mineral exploration  
Moscow, Russia  
https://www.showsbee.com/fairs/MINEX-Russia.html  
E-mail: russia@minexforum.com
21 - 25 October 2019
International Congress: "Geoethics & Groundwater Management: Theory and Practice for a Sustainable Development"
Porto (Portugal)
Website: https://geoeth-gwm2019.wixsite.com/porto

4–8 November 2019
4th COSPAR Symposium: Small Satellites for Sustainable Science and Development
Herzliya, Israel
Deadline: Abstracts 15 April 2019
Website: http://www.cospar2019.org/

11-12 November 2019
6th International Conference on Geology, Geophysics and Environmental Science
Theme: Global View of Geological features and Environment for futuristic advancements
Helsinki, Finland
https://geology.conferenceseries.com/

14–15 November 2019
Dorothy Hill Women in Earth Sciences Symposium
Brisbane, Australia

9 - 13 December 2019
AGU Fall Meeting
San Francisco, California, USA

2020

2 – 8 March 2020
36th International Geological Congress
Delhi, India
Website: http://www.36igc.org
e-mail: igc.delhi2020@nic.org

27 April - 1 May 2020
World Geothermal Congress 2020
Reykjavik, Iceland
Website: https://www.wgc2020.com/

3 - 8 May 2020
European Geosciences Union (EGU) General Assembly 2020
Vienna, Austria
Website: https://www.egu2020.eu/

12 - 24 May 2020
Geological Society of Nevada 2020 Symposium
Sparks, Nevada
Website: http://www.gsnv.org/2020-symposium/

16 - 18 June 2020
16th ICAAR - International Conference on Alkali Aggregate Reaction in Concrete
Lisbon, Portugal
Website: http://icaar2020.lnec.pt/

4–10 July 2020
ESOF: EuroScience Open Forum 2020
“Freedom for Science, Science for Freedom”
Trieste, Italy
The Following opportunities collected for you from several sources, so duplications of the same position may be occurred.

- **Post-doctoral position in Stable Isotope Geochemistry**
  Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany
  07/03/19

- **Summer Internship in Japan**
  Misasa, Japan
  01/04/19

- **11 Early Stage Researchers (PhDs) at various partners institutions in the European Training Network P-TRAP**
  Utrecht, Netherlands
  01/04/19

- **Temporary Project Coordinator - Copernicus Marine Biogeochemistry**
  Galway, Ireland
  08/03/19
**PhD Position in Zircon Petrology**
Amsterdam, The Netherlands 10/03/19

**Research Position - Polar Science/Remote Hydrology**
San Diego, CA, USA 22/03/19

**PhD position - bioturbation impact of a chemosymbiotic bivalve on mangrove geochemistry**
Plouzane, France 22/05/19

**Research engineer position in hydro-biogeochemistry modelling**
Toulouse, France 31/03/19

**Science Officer**
Strasbourg, France 15/03/19

**Senior Scientist (tenure track) - (Akademischer Rat/ Akademische Rätin)**
Bayreuth, Germany 01/05/19

**Senior Scientist (fixed term) - (Akademischer Rat/ Akademische Rätin auf Zeit)**
Bayreuth, Germany 01/05/19

**Postdoctoral Fellow in Mineral chemistry of hydrothermal sulfides**
Tromsø, Norway 15/03/19

**PhD position in Mass-extinction Research (4 years)**
Utrecht, Netherlands 30/03/19

**Roger E. Deane Postdoctoral Fellowship in Earth Science**
Toronto, ON, Canada 08/03/19

**2019 Postdoctoral Fellowship Program**
Moss Landing, CA, USA 20/03/19

**Research Fellow in Sea Ice Altimetry**
Leeds, UK 31/03/19

**Research positions in Geosciences**
Dublin, Ireland 01/04/19

**Senior Civil Engineer - Microdrainage**
London, UK 21/03/19

**Contract Management Officer**
Reading, UK 02/04/19

**User Engagement Manager - Copernicus Services**
Reading, UK 26/03/19

**Transmission Electron Micro-Spectroscopy Researcher/ Laboratory Manager (m/f/x)**
Potsdam, Germany 10/03/19

**PhD/PostDoc candidate in the BRU21 program**
Trondheim, Norway 13/03/19

**PhD position: Fracture growth in anisotropic rocks**
Zurich, Switzerland 13/03/19
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Deadline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Postdoctoral Research Positions of experimental soil mechanics and rock mechanics / 2019 CALL</td>
<td>Chengdu, Sichuan, China</td>
<td>31/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher in Geotechnical Engineering</td>
<td>Brest, France</td>
<td>15/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSc Climate Change and Development MSc Sustainable Development</td>
<td>London, UK</td>
<td>Apply Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer Internship in Japan</td>
<td>Misasa, Japan</td>
<td>01/04/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory Geochemist</td>
<td>Edinburgh, UK</td>
<td>19/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD position - Active tectonics - What is tectonic fault damage ?</td>
<td>Valbonne, France</td>
<td>31/05/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research positions in Geosciences</td>
<td>Dublin, Ireland</td>
<td>01/04/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Early Stage Researchers (PhDs) at various partners institutions in the European Training Network P-TRAP</td>
<td>Utrecht, Netherlands</td>
<td>01/04/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experienced Geophysicist</td>
<td>Nottingham, UK</td>
<td>31/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technician in Geosciences W/M</td>
<td>Verneuil-en-Halatte, France</td>
<td>28/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 yr Researcher Position: 3D Geodynamic modelling of continental rifting and interaction with surface processes</td>
<td>Bergen, Norway</td>
<td>01/04/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Fellow (3D Modelling)</td>
<td>Crawley, Australia</td>
<td>17/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD Position in Zircon Petrology</td>
<td>Amsterdam, The Netherlands</td>
<td>10/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD in Petroleum Geochemistry and Lipidomics</td>
<td>Halifax, Canada</td>
<td>30/04/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD position - bioturbation impact of a chemosymbiotic bivalve on mangrove geochemistry</td>
<td>Plouzane, France</td>
<td>22/05/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Doc/Research Associate in the field of interplay between surface processes and deformation at rifted margins</td>
<td>Bremen, Germany</td>
<td>22/04/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Scientist (tenure track) - (Akademischer Rat/ Akademische Rätin)</td>
<td>Bayreuth, Germany</td>
<td>01/05/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Scientist (fixed term) - (Akademischer Rat/ Akademische Rätin auf Zeit)</td>
<td>Bayreuth, Germany</td>
<td>01/05/19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Laboratory Instructor L2 - Geoscience

PhD Positions in Experimental Petrology/Geochemistry

PhD position: Fracture growth in anisotropic rocks

Research Assistant: Hydrogeology

Postdoctoral Research Associate in Earthquake Processes

Senior Reservoir Modeller/Geophysical Interpreter

Science Officer

Transmission Electron Micro-Spectroscopy Researcher/ Laboratory Manager (m/f/x)

PhD/PostDoc candidate in the BRU21 program

Researcher in Geology-Sedimentology Short period

Research Assistant/Associate - Remote Sensing

Postdoctoral Research Positions of experimental soil mechanics and rock mechanics / 2019 CALL

Researcher in Geotechnical Engineering

Postdoctoral Associate Position in the Application of a Portable Laser Ablation Sampling Device and ICP-MS to the Analysis of Cultural Heritage Objects

PhD position in Mass-extinction Research (4 years)

Postdoctoral Research Positions of Geohazards / Sedimentology/Geomorphology/Geotechnical Engineering - 2019 CALL

Post-Doc/Research Associate - General Geology/Marine Geology

Petroleum Geoscience (MSc) - Open Day 6 February 2019 Pollution and Environmental Control [MSc]
PhD position in the Helmholtz Young Investigators Group - CLEAR
Potsdam, Germany 15/03/19

Energy Policy MSc
Brighton, UK Apply Now

Roger E. Deane Postdoctoral Fellowship in Earth Science
Toronto, ON, Canada 08/03/19

2019 Postdoctoral Fellowship Program
Moss Landing, CA, USA 20/03/19

Summer Internship in Japan
Misasa, Japan 01/04/19

PhD position - Active tectonics - What is tectonic fault damage ?
Valbonne, France 31/05/19

Associate Professor at the University of Orleans, France - Tectonics and experimental rock deformation
Orleans, France 26/03/19

Lectureship in Earth Sciences - 3 posts
London, UK 28/03/19

2 yr Researcher Position: 3D Geodynamic modelling of continental rifting and interaction with surface processes
Bergen, Norway 01/04/19

Senior Scientist (tenure track) - (Akademischer Rat/ Akademische Rätin)
Bayreuth, Germany 01/05/19

Senior Scientist (fixed term) - (Akademischer Rat/ Akademische Rätin auf Zeit)
Bayreuth, Germany 01/05/19

Assistant Professor, Earth and Environmental Sciences
Calgary, Canada 22/03/19

PhD Positions in Experimental Petrology/Geochemistry
Zurich, Switzerland 20/04/19

Geo-Information Analyst (PhD) - Part of the Shell Graduate Programme
Rijswijk, The Hague, Netherlands 18/03/19

Postdoctoral Research Associate in Earthquake Processes
Bochum, Germany 08/03/19

Science Officer
Strasbourg, France 15/03/19

Assistant Professor with doctoral degree (in polish Adiunkt) in the Department of Seismology
Warsaw, Poland 10/03/19

Researcher in Geology-Sedimentology Short period
Brest, France 21/03/19
Research Assistant/Associate - Remote Sensing  
Singapore  
12/03/19

Postdoctoral Research Positions of Geohazards / Sedimentology/Geomorphology/Geotechnical Engineering - 2019 CALL  
Chengdu, Sichuan, China  
15/04/19

Post-doctoral position in Stable Isotope Geochemistry  
Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany  
07/03/19

Postdoctoral Fellowship in Pesticide Biogeochemistry at Water/Sediment Interface  
Strasbourg, France  
31/03/19

11 Early Stage Researchers (PhDs) at various partners institutions in the European Training Network P-TRAP  
Utrecht, Netherlands  
01/04/19

Professor (tenure track) and UQAC institutional Research Chair in Archean metallogeny  
Chicoutimi, Canada  
04/03/19

Associate Professor in Hydrogeology  
Cape Town, South Africa  
17/03/19

Tenure-Track or Tenured Position in Human Dimensions of Water Security as Assistant Professor  
Saskatoon, SK, Canada  
15/03/19

Senior statistician / infectious disease modeller  
Wallingford, UK  
31/03/19

Research Position - Polar Science/Remote Hydrology  
San Diego, CA, USA  
22/03/19

Laboratory Instructor L2 - Geoscience  
Calgary, Canada  
22/03/19

Assistant Professor, Earth and Environmental Sciences  
Calgary, Canada  
22/03/19

Senior Civil Engineer - Microdrainage  
London, UK  
21/03/19

Research engineer position in hydro-biogeochemistry modelling  
Toulouse, France  
31/03/19

Research Assistant: Hydrogeology  
Berlin, Germany  
12/03/19

Researcher in Geology-Sedimentology Short period  
Brest, France  
21/03/19

Researcher in Geotechnical Engineering  
Brest, France  
15/03/19

Permanent Assistant Professor or Associate Professor position in surface water hydrology  
Beijing, China  
30/04/19
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Master of Hydrogeology</td>
<td>Perth, WA, Australia</td>
<td>Apply Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty Position Mining Engineering: Mineral processing and environment</td>
<td>Quebec, Canada</td>
<td>15/04/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior Academic Position in Mineralogy/Geology</td>
<td>Concepcion, Chile</td>
<td>29/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experienced Geophysicist</td>
<td>Nottingham, UK</td>
<td>31/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Scientist (tenure track) - (Akademischer Rat/ Akademische Rätin)</td>
<td>Bayreuth, Germany</td>
<td>01/05/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Scientist (fixed term) - (Akademischer Rat/ Akademische Rätin auf Zeit)</td>
<td>Bayreuth, Germany</td>
<td>01/05/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory Instructor L2 - Geoscience</td>
<td>Calgary, Canada</td>
<td>22/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSc Global Management of Natural Resources</td>
<td>London, UK</td>
<td>Apply Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Scientist - Ore Deposit Geologist</td>
<td>Perth, Australia</td>
<td>11/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSc Global Management of Natural Resources</td>
<td>London, UK</td>
<td>Apply Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSc Climate Change and Development</td>
<td>Manchester, UK</td>
<td>Apply Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum Geoscience (MSc) - Open Day 6 February 2019</td>
<td>Manchester, UK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollution and Environmental Control (MSc)</td>
<td>Manchester, UK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Policy MSc</td>
<td>Brighton, UK</td>
<td>Apply Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Fellow in Sea Ice Altimetry</td>
<td>Leeds, UK</td>
<td>31/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experienced Geophysicist</td>
<td>Nottingham, UK</td>
<td>31/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Earth Observation Scientist</td>
<td>Wallingford, UK</td>
<td>31/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Information Service - Developer</td>
<td>Livingston, UK</td>
<td>15/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Fellow (3D Modelling)</td>
<td>Crawley, Australia</td>
<td>17/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Position - Polar Science/Remote Hydrology</td>
<td>San Diego, CA, USA</td>
<td>22/03/19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Assistant Professor, Earth and Environmental Sciences
Contract Management Officer
User Engagement Manager - Copernicus Services
Research engineer position in hydro-biogeochemistry modelling
Geo-Information Analyst (PhD) - Part of the Shell Graduate Programme
Science Officer
Specialis - Physical Oceanography
Research Assistant/Associate - Remote Sensing
Research Assistant/Associate - Software Development and Operations
Software Developer - Climate Data Store Toolbox Applications
Permanent Assistant Professor or Associate Professor position in surface water hydrology
Postdoctoral Research Positions of Geohazards / Sedimentology/Geomorphology/Geotechnical Engineering - 2019 CALL
Research Scientist - Ore Deposit Geologist
2019 Postdoctoral Fellowship Program
Geoscientist
Geoscience Software Developer
PhD in Petroleum Geochemistry and Lipidomics
Geo-Information Analyst (PhD) - Part of the Shell Graduate Programme
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Senior Reservoir Modeller/Geophysical Interpreter</td>
<td>Edinburgh, UK</td>
<td>22/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD/PostDoc candidate in the BRU21 program</td>
<td>Trondheim, Norway</td>
<td>13/03/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum Geoscience (MSc) - Open Day 6 February 2019</td>
<td>Manchester, UK</td>
<td>Apply Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollution and Environmental Control (MSc)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONTACT THE COUNCIL

The Geological Society of Africa's Council is appreciated your opinion and inputs. All of your suggestions and comments will be taken into considerations. Just drop us an email:

**President:** Prof. Gbenga Okunlola (Nigeria); Department of Geology, University of Ibadan. (gbengaokunlola@yahoo.co.uk)

**Secretary General:** Dr. Maideyi Lydia Meck (Zimbabwe); Geology Department, University of Zimbabwe. (mabvira@science.uz.ac.zw)

**Honorary Treasurer:** Prof. Asfawossen Asrat (Ethiopia); Department of Earth Sciences, Addis Ababa University. (asrata@geol.aau.edu.et)

**Assistant Secretary General/Membership Secretary:** Prof. Prosper M. Nude (Ghana); Department of Earth Science, University of Ghana. (pmnude@ug.edu.gh)

**Vice President for Southern Africa:** Prof. Dr. Dr. Wlady Altermann (South Africa); Department of Geology, University of Pretoria. (altermannw@gmail.com)

**Vice President for Northern Africa:** Prof. Youssef Driouch (Morocco); Geology department, Mohamed Ben Abdallah University (USMBA). (youssef.driouch@usmba.ac.ma / ydriouch@hotmail.com)

**Vice President for Western Africa:** Dr. Yao Agbossoumonde (Togo); Department of Geology, University of Lome. (yagboss12@gmail.com)

**Vice President for Eastern Africa:** Prof. Beneah Daniel Odhiambo (Kenya); Moi University. (odhiambobdo@gmail.com)

**Vice President for Central Africa:** Mr. Léon Bora Uzima Bahavu (Democratic Republic of the Congo); Centre d'Expertise et d'Etudes Géologiques. (bob20lk@gmail.com)

**Councillor for Northern Africa:** Dr. Kholoud M. AbdekMaksoud (Egypt); Institute of African Research and Studies, Cairo University. (kholoud.mohamedali@gmail.com)

**Councillor for Southern Africa:** Ms. Anna- Karren Nguno (Namibia); Geological Survey of Namibia. (annatjieka@gmail.com)

**Councillor for Western Africa:** Dr. Adama Sangare (Mali); IAMGOLD Exploration Mali S.A.R.L (Adama_Sangare@iamgold.com)

**Councillor for Eastern Africa:** Mr. Jean-Claude Ngaruye (Rwanda); Energy, Water and Sanitation Authority. (cngaruye@minirena.gov.rw)

**Councillor for Central Africa:** Pending

**GSAf’s Newsletter Editor/Information Officer:** Dr. Tamer Abu-Alam (Norway/Egypt); the University of Tromsø - The Arctic University of Norway. (tamerabualam@yahoo.com)